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Celebration opens Anything goes at 'Satyricon '71

By Cathy Speegle
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Men from the sky, water supplied by the Carbondale Fire Department and music to suit a variety of tastes helped "Satyricon '71" open the afternoon of Alternative '71, lift up its name. Approximately 6000 faculty and community members mingled under a sunny sky on the free-for-all area northeast of the University Center on the first day of the 17-day cultural celebration.

The crowd was treated to a variety of entertainment including the SIU Stage Band, electronic music, skaters and a fire department by demonstration.

Some 80 student marshals, dressed in Alternative '71 T-shirts, were present to answer questions and distribute calendars of events.

Chancellor Robert G. Layor officially opened Alternative '71 with a brief history of the birth of the program and its goals.

"Gus
Bode"

The Student Senate's selection of a new student president Wednesday night is void because the Senate made the selection while the rules of its meeting were suspended, student body vice president Phil McCreary said Thursday.

McCreary called the move to elect a new student president "unethical and an attempted power play."

The Senate, after much arguing and suspending the rules, moved to act upon a bill submitted by Dennis Kosinski, Eastside sophomore senator. The bill called for the selection of a new student president, who, if not fulfilling his duty as chairman of the Committee on Committees, would be removed from the position.

Bob Prince, Eastside sophomore, is the new student president of the Senate, as well as the chairman of the Committee on Committees.

According to Kosinski's bill, the new student president pro tempore would serve during 1972. After McCreary pointed out that a "lame duck body could not select a new president pro tempore for a future Senate," the bill was amended to drop the new president pro tempore for the remainder of the 1978-79 Senate. Kosinski made several motions following this, one motion was to suspend the bill from the agenda, which was granted. He made another to suspend the rules, which was also approved.

Following this, Kosinski moved to consider his bill, which was approved. Dave Maguire, University park sophomore senator, was elected president pro tempore.

But, according to McCreary, the election was void because the rules of the meeting were suspended.

McCreary said Thursday he objected to Kosinski's actions which he said were "not exactly illegal but unethical." Such actions, he said, should not be taken unless he is there. McCreary said.

McCreary said the matter of selecting a new president pro tempore will be put on next week's Senate agenda under old business. This way, he said, all concerned parties will be notified of what is going to be discussed and will then have a chance to respond.

Apparent heart attack kills SIU professor

Abdul Majid Abbas, professor of government at SIU for nine years, was found dead in his home by his daughter at about 4:30 p.m. Thursday.

Abbas, 60, apparently died of a heart attack although the cause of his death had not been confirmed.

Formerly a professor of law at the University of Haigbad, Abbas came to SIU in 1962 as a full professor in the government department.

Born in Manifieh, Iraq, in 1911, he received his B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Chicago.

A former Iraqi parliament member and minister of agriculture, Abbas represented his nation at the San Francisco Conference for International Organization in 1945.

Visiting professor of government at the American University in Washington, D.C., from 1959 to 1962, Abbas also served as ambassador to the United Nations from Iraq in 1955 and taught at the American University of Beirut.

Specializing in international relations, Abbas taught a variety of courses at SIU including international law, jurisprudence, Moslem culture and comparative law.

Abbas is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mainah Abbas who is now in Lebanon, and six children.
Tom Dempsey, chairman of the Southern Illinois Peace Council (SIPC), held a group of about 30 students Thursday that the University's representative to the African Development (AID) committee was conducting an investigation of AID's personnel in the center for the center as "AID said," Dempsey said.

Dempsey questioned the priorities of the University in allocating these funds to the center while extensive cutbacks are being made in other areas.

The report lists the Vietnam Education and Training (VET) program as a major accomplishment of the center. Dempsey said, while H. B. Jacobson, director of the Center, has said this program would be phased out.

Dempsey said the list of contacts made during trips by representatives of the center contain various AID personnel and others involved in the war and reconstruction effort.

"The scholars the center has contacted are scholars in the way that Wesley Finkel is a scholar," said Dempsey. "They're attached to a university but instead of doing university work they do technical assistance."

The report still does not justify the academic credentials of its personnel, he said.

Dempsey spoke, the group lay down on the areas of People's Park holding up white cardboard crosses with the title of the whole campaign on them to symbolize the war dead from Vietnam.

Marching single file and carrying the crosses, a group of about 15 members of the group entered Woody Hall and Jacobson's office.

They stood there silently except for some foot stomping, while Jacobson went on with his work. After about 25 minutes, they placed their crosses on Jacobson's desk reading the message of each one and left the office.

Concerning Dempsey's comments, Jacobson said, "The center absolutely does not have a VET program."

He explained that the program was mentioned in the report because it was considered in the early days of the center but was rejected because the center did not want to become involved in technical assistance.

Jacobson said the program could possibly be picked up by other departments but that, to his knowledge, it had not been.

Jacobson said a wide variety of people were contacted during trips by center personnel, including AID officials and "bitterly antirw people." He said that although they did not try to contact members of the National Liberation Front (NLF) in Vietnam they did speak with strongly anti-government people including some who have subsequently been deseaed visas in South Vietnam.

The situation with the funding figures is confusing, Jacobson said, but the main University funding areas were salaries and overhead expenditures including rental of office space.

He said the overhead figure is an arbitrary figure assessed for particular purposes but that what is spent is not always relate precisely to what is assessed.

He also said some University money is spent and then recovered through the AID grant.

The high University funding allotment also occurred because the center became involved in the AID grant. Also at first, the center was administered under the International Center, where Division entries of ISD personnel were included in the center's budget, Jacobson said.

Dempsey also had some comments about the SIPC. He said the SIPC was considering offering an alternative to Alternative 71 which would include a list of demands to the University, such as removal of the center, action against the principle of support of community programs.

"Alternative 71 is a failure as far as offering a group like the SIPC and closing down the school," he said.

Dempsey described a pacification program designed to keep students happy, which in fact, he said, offered little opportunity for doing anything for the community or against the war.

"If people aren't allowed to make peaceful change within the University then it leaves last May as the only alternative," he said.

Concerning the Pigs versus the Freaks softball game, Dempsey said it had been suggested that it would not become involved officially in any Alternative 71 activities.

---

**Good for the heat**

Sandra Heard, a junior from Decatur, is one of the first to donate to the "Decatur to the Bounce for Beans" collection sponsored by the Southern Illinois University Heart Fund by Sigma Alpha Mu social fraternity. Bouncing the ball in Ann Lutz, a junior from Chicago, who has vowed to keep the 24 continuous hour bouncing record he set last weekend. The campaign will continue until Sunday. (Photo by John Lopshin)

**Weekend softball game pits cops vs. students**

By Dave Mahanman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The city of Carbondale would rather have presented its case for annexation of the city's farmland to the Illinois General Assembly, but found it impossible to do, according to a letter written Wednesday by City Manager William Schmidt to James Brown, president of the Board of Stafs.

Schmidt wrote that the city has been trying to get a hearing by the Board since January, but was consistently denied that opportunity until the deadline for submitting bills to the General Assembly was extended in the spring. Schmidt wrote that the city's proposed annexation bill is in the House of Representatives April 21 by Rep. Gas Williams, R-Murrayville.

Richard Grumy, Board legal counsel, said that the University received the City's written proposal for annexation a week ago Friday. He said that the matter would have been placed on the Board agenda sooner had the city's proposal not been written on a similar bill in the House of Representatives April 21 by Rep. Gas Williams, R-Murrayville, and Richard Grumy, Board legal counsel.

The city would like to see that bill required to the Board to petition the city for annexation was introduced into the Illinois House of Representatives April 21 by Rep. Gas Williams, R-Murrayville, and Richard Grumy, Board legal counsel.

The city would like to see that bill required to the Board to petition the city for annexation was introduced into the Illinois House of Representatives April 21 by Rep. Gas Williams, R-Murrayville, and Richard Grumy, Board legal counsel.

The city would like to see that bill required to the Board to petition the city for annexation was introduced into the Illinois House of Representatives April 21 by Rep. Gas Williams, R-Murrayville, and Richard Grumy, Board legal counsel.

The city would like to see that bill required to the Board to petition the city for annexation was introduced into the Illinois House of Representatives April 21 by Rep. Gas Williams, R-Murrayville, and Richard Grumy, Board legal counsel.

The city would like to see that bill required to the Board to petition the city for annexation was introduced into the Illinois House of Representatives April 21 by Rep. Gas Williams, R-Murrayville, and Richard Grumy, Board legal counsel.
Alternatives for anybody

Bands and balloons, snakes and snorkels, people and pigs (no offense, pork-men earn), lovers and lookers-on, animals and action. All these and more were part of the scene as Alternative 71 opened a 17-day run Thursday. The curtain-raising was mostly frivolous, but Alternative 71 also has a serious side. The schedule of events for Friday and Saturday is on page 10.

Photos by John Lapinot
Annual ‘SIU trip planned in Germany’

A visit to western Europe plus an opportunity to receive one full year of credits in German highlights the second annual ‘SIU in Germany’ travel and study program sponsored by the Department of Foreign Languages and Extension Services.

The program will total 16 weeks, from June 25-August 18, and will include occasional trips to Nuremberg, the Black Forest and other notable features in Germany, according to Vernon L. Anderson, associate professor in German and director of the program.

“Gives the student a great chance to see Germany as it really is,” Anderson said.

Students in the first two levels of German will receive nine quarter hours of credit, while those enrolled in the third-year course will receive 12 hours of credit.

The cost is $990, and this includes a chartered round-trip transatlantic air fare, tuition and books, room and board, three days in England and excursions to Austria and Switzerland.

An optional 10-day tour by charter bus is planned on August 16-28. On the tour, students will tour additional trips to Berlin, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris.

Anderson said that the average week day would be spent on classwork and study in the mornings, additional study and local traveling in the afternoons, and the weekends would be free for more extensive travel.

Anderson pointed out that instruction for the summer program would be the same as taught in Southern. However, there is a big advantage of studying German in Germany, he added.

An orientation meeting is scheduled for 10 a.m. Saturday in the Wheeler lounge for those interested in participating in the travel and study program.

First arrest first day

LONDON (AP) — Constable An

The Varsity

Now at the Varsity

A great double feature program!

Alice’s Restaurant is now open.

Free everyone!

Color to Options.

Andre Barlow

The Red Lion

Seafood Night

Every Friday night

Think Graduation.

All you can eat

$3.85

Live entertainment

FRI. and SAT.

942-7132

N. Park, Herrin

Late show:

Time & Sat. Varsity

Box office opens 10:15. Show starts 11:00

All seats $1.00

The Project

They teach

for some very

change games

and don’t

open a bar at

Eastman’s or

No one over admits

Kim Pope, William Grannell, Kurt Howard

Egyptian

Drive-in Theatre

Open 7:00 Start 8:15

"If you see nothing else this year, you must see five easy pieces. It will not, I think, ever fade from memory!"

Late show

Fri & Sat 11:00pm

All seats 51.25

National General’s

"Touching...unforgettable love story"

"A Most Handsome New Version of Emily Bronte’s Classic”

"Good to look at beautifully muted tones"

Make it sooner rather than the latest rendition.

Weekdays: 10:00 - 9:30

SAT & SUN: 1:00, 3:00, 5:30

Syndicated
Choice tidbits of movies set

By Nadia Dad
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Laurel and Hardy and Shirley Temple again are the stars of films that are being offered as free flicks Friday and Saturday at the University Student Union. And both good examples of the questionable selection of films that seems to show up on this campus.

There is a large audience, likely in-terested in films, that is being offered little in the way of "class" motion pictures.

Unless you're dyed-in-the-wood old movie fans, no matter how aware they are, the free films this weekend have a lot to be desired.

"March of the Wooden Soldiers," (1940), originally titled "Babes in Toyland" in the Laurel and Hardy version of Victor Herbert's operetta. It's good entertainment for children as long as you can find it. There is some good music and enough bag-piping by the due to keep some of the lads interested, and if that is not enough, "Mother Goose and Santa Claus" (1939), directed by Jack Barty, is an extra added attraction which should delight young and old alike. Fine, serious film entertainment.

Cforest should spare no expense in seeking out gems like these.

Film number two is on Saturday night. Shirley Temple and Cliff Robb Welch through "Mr. Belvedere Goes to College" (1949)-The second in the Belvedere series, "Sitting Pretty" (1948), "College" and "Mr. Belvedere Rides the Boll" (1961), it is perhaps the worst of the bunch. Welch, as Belvedere, goes to college to get a degree within one year so that he can qualify for an award won by his best-selling novel. A weak script and flat supporting players make this one right up there with "Sonja Makes Out".

Free films are in Davis Auditorium each night at 7:30 and 10 p.m.

The pay films are where the interest is this weekend. On Friday, Richard Harris, recent theatrical film "A Man Called Horse," will be shown in Four Auditorium at 4, 6 and 8 p.m. Elliott Silverstein's "Cat Ballou" (1965) directed that year film with an eye on authenticity. The ritual horse must endure to prove his manhood to his Maine captor is, as the ads say, truly electrifying. This take-off may really need itself. Although if received mixed reviews from the critics, "A Man Called Horse" will hold your attention for its near-two hour length. Dame Judith Anderson gives a strange performance as an old Indian woman who gives the English aristocrat some hard lessons.

Saturday's pay film in Four at 7:30 and 10 p.m. is "Harper" (1966). Paul Newman is a private eye hired by Lauren Bacall to investigate the disappearance of her husband. A blonde Shelley Winters and a frustrated Julie Harris are involved up to the neck in this fast-paced sophisticated yarn. Robert Wagner, Janet Leigh and Arthur Hill appear in this two-hour color mystery. Newman fans won't want to miss this and again and mystery fans can recall the aura of Sam Spade and Bogart the film tries to capture. This is the best bet of the weekend.

Read our new label.
Try our good beer.

The 1971

FALSTAFF

Available at your favorite tavern or liquor store.

Small wonder: can be seen at

EPPS MOTORS
Highway 13-East
Ph. 457-2184

VOORHEES ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Highway 149 West
CUSTOM MADE
Alum. Awnings, Carports, Siding, Guttering, Storm Windows etc.
We are selling at low Prices!
No Sales Pressure!
call 684-2601
We'll give you an estimate
Free of charge
open Mon. - Fri. 8-5

"All things cometh for those who have a WATERBED"

King size $3500
Full size $3300
457-8672

To better to have loved and lost than never to have bought

DAILY EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Letters to the Editor

Complaint on research brings up two questions

To the Daily Egyptian

This is in response to the letter of Ian Epstein published May 9.

Mr. Epstein, it is understandable that you may feel you have gained no tangible intellectual or course credit rewards from participating in psychology experiments. Please ponder, however, the origins of the lecture and text material used in GSB 201c and other social science courses. Is material just there, or is it eddied out via tedious processes such as the experiments in which you participated?

Query: To whom does the research really belong, the SU psychology department or man in general?

Query: Do any responsibilities accompany the privileges of higher education?

Before resignation becomes righteous, think about it a little more.

David Frueind
Graduate Student
Journalism

Election of cat shows need for big changes

To the Daily Egyptian

Student government elections have been held for one more year, and there are some interesting facts that point out the stupidity of the whole affair. The election of cat (Olive the cat) is a good example of the fact that a student body president can be elected with the total votes of the Student Senate seats were even won without a contest. All in all, it would seem that a student government election is about as much a lottery as your draft number.

It is really needed in a major reorganization of student government. Primary and runoff elections should be held and student senators should run as lists for specific duties in student government. Perhaps in this way student government could at least be a good spokesperson for the student body, instead of dealing with day to day trivialities. The way it is set up now student government can’t really represent anybody. Something should be done to make student government an effective force, instead of leaving it as the longest standing student body joke.

Brant Lewis
Senior
Economics

Apathy reflects triviality of student government

To the Daily Egyptian

An article appears in the May 4 Daily Egyptian about a Senate resolution for a study of student government. It is signed by Chuck Hutchcraft, a Daily Egyptian staff writer. It is an attempt to attack those apathetic “kiddies” who did not vote in the last student government election.

The author would put the blame on students for their lack of concern. But it would be interesting to analyze why students feel alienated from student government.

First of all, student government is not a government. A government is a body which has the power to pass laws which affect a target population and which has the power to enforce these laws by force or coerces. Clearly, this is not a characteristic of student government. It only serves to give students the appearance that they have some degree of power, to give students a medium through which genuine political energy can be worked off in a harmful way. In this way nothing can please the Board of Trustees (the real source of power and coercion) more than the existence of student government.

Trying to gain control of a powerless institution is not just a waste of time, it can be a danger for the reasons pointed to above. As soon as a student government were to function in the only way it should function, namely as a critical and actively oppositional organ, it becomes the victim of repression, both subtle and overt. (For example, consider David Campbell’s withdrawal of last suspension from school last year and the subsequent monetary endorsement of conservaitve candidates by Cambadale businessmen in the next election.)

Hence student government is doomed to irrelevance in the real life concerns of students, a fact which should be repeatedly pointed out. Students
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Car theft investigation reflects badly on city

To the Daily Egyptian:

It is with no small amount of incredulity that I read of the proposal that Carbondale annexes SIU, thus growing larger of itself. University as it already has. Propositions like this, I am afraid, would cover the expenses of the services the city provides to the University community. If so, the city should get nothing since its services are worthless; indeed, they represent a negative benefit.

Just how worthless has been demonstrated this past week. On Thursday my car was stolen and the theft duly reported to the Carbondale police Monday, while supplying further information on the car. I discovered that my car had been removed from the stolen list. It seems that Carbondale's "finest" had recovered a red, two-door Chevrolet of the same year as mine. Unfortunately, my car was white and blue and had four doors. Evidently, the police in Carbondale are colorblind, cannot read and are unable to count past two.

The incident would be humorous had the incompetence of the Carbondale police not negated the likelihood of ever recovering my car. Had I not happened by the station Monday morning, the "missing" number could have been used. As it was, the owner of the red car ended up in the slammer for stealing his own car. As it is now, I am without a car.

What kind of world?

By Harry S. Ashmore
Los Angeles Times Syndicate

I do not know how history will record the political works of Daniel Patrick Moynihan, but it seems likely, by the light given as the most respected, literate of all those who served in the White House under President Ford.

Now retired from presidential service and back at his Harvard faculty post, Moynihan continues to employ himself in the manner he has done since 1968, with his public relations. He has dealt with the image problem at length in one of his famous confidential memoranda, which, as usual, somehow wound up in the public file. In this document, I suppose his point of view is sustained by the fact that publication of these missives is usually accompanied by speculation as to whether they were written to satisfy Nixon's friends or foes.

In his latest, Moynihan reports on recent adventures in the board rooms of the biggest businesses, where he has been talking politics and picking up contributions from a variety of financial and industrial types:

"I have been astonished— that is the word—at their hostility to the administration. More than any other thing, what seems to concern them most is the belief that the Justice Department in particular, and the administration in general, is intent upon the diminishment of liberty in the nations and has already to some extent succeeded."

Moynihan goes on to suggest that the dissected tycoon probably acquire these views from their children, who in turn absorb them "in the atmosphere of universities." I must confess that Moynihan included this unlikely suggestion that the alienated youth have somehow converted into Establishment sires to ease the blow to his old patron's ego.

And now I must add that I find the implication that the President, in fact, is a dedicated and misunderstood civil libertarian staggering. Yet this is the burden of Moynihan's contention that Mr. Nixon's "brilliant first year in office" has been undercut by such items as the official reaction to groundless and unfounded charges of an administration plan for systematic point-food inspection and "the other" Black Panthers.

Moynihan wrote:

"... the response of the Justice Department in effect. "No comment," and at the lower levels a series of hysteric [sic] two messages intended statements in the band of six or seven high school dropouts, a few ex-convicts and a handful of former OEO employees was plotting to overthrow the state. Good God!"

The question that follows, however, is whether Mr. Nixon's attorney general also suffers from an image problem. I would myself absolve John Mitchell of the blame. But on the other hand his programs, public statements, the actions of the Justice Department, have been so complex and the formal arguments made on his behalf in the courts, I would say it is his avowed purpose to diminish the civil liberties of the nation as they have been defined by the U.S. Supreme Court.

"I have never seen the slightest indication that Mr. Nixon is in any degree unsympathetic with the actions and attitudes of his attorney general in this area. From the President's deal with Strom Thurmond of South Carolina at the Republican convention to this administration's defeat in the Supreme Court's unanimous decision in the recent school busing cases, the record seems to me wholly consistent. A reversal of the Warren Court's libertarian extension of individual rights is precisely what President Nixon and I would like to see in the case they call for "strict construction" of the Constitution."

Mr. Nixon's devious rhetoric and the skepticism it inspires in many of the reporters who cover the White House may combine to distort the presidential image in some respects, but the gentlemen Moynihan has encountered in big business board rooms certainly are reading him correctly on civil rights. The surprising thing to me, and I suspect to Mr. Nixon, is that Moynihan finds this a source of dissatisfaction.

Community activity fund needs people's support

To the Daily Egyptian:

If you don't make mistakes, you aren't trying. The Chuck Berry concert is approximately $800 in the red, not including excessive loss and damage to the bands. R.J. Bear, Jon Wall and Coal Kitchen lost a combined total of approximately $800 in equipment. We have tried to start an activity fund in this town which has community goals attached to it. We only hope that you do not let a sincere effort toward doing a together thing fall by the wayside. There were many mistakes made due to our inexperience.

We have learned, and we hope that you will stick with us and give us your support. The concert was planned in an attempt to coordinate University, city government, business community, students and interested townpeople to try to provide jointly a wide array of cultural activities for the community.

We should admit that Saturday night did not turn out to be what we hoped it would be. But we can only find a direction with your help. We know that we cannot accept anything but the best facilities, locations and controls. We should have the best equipment, stage control and an effective way of collecting donations when necessary.

Many people contributed to the concert Mayor Neil Eckert, City Manager Bill Schmidt, Police Chief Joe Dukas, students and people you've been calling unserviceable, rip-offs—the landlords and merchants.

It was not unreasonable to believe that the people who attended the concert would be willing to pay half the cost of the concert and we expect to ask again when necessary if we can overcome the debt and become operable enough.

We understand how a lot of people could feel aggrieved or ripped off by power failures, equipment problems, facility planning, etc. but we have learned from experience.

If you are together with us and want to see a non-profit Carbondale activity fund, drop some change in donation boxes in the Center, Papa Cesar's or Discount Records or mail it to Bill Taylor, the Bank of Carbondale. If you want to help us with your energy, drop by Discount Records and talk to Harry Klein.

Bring together people who have a history of being distant to each other demands a degree of patience and faith that the goodwill is sincere and present.

All donations will go toward repairing band equipment, making up the loss your friends took.

Think about it

Bob Thomas
Senator
Government

Harry Klein
Manager
Discount Records

More letters to the editor

Saritral letters ought to be specially marked

To the Daily Egyptian:

It is a shame that a brilliant piece of satire should go unnoticed. I am referring to the letter written by Mr. May. While hackers of the proposed tuition hike are heaving and hawing as to the reasoning behind the hike, Mr. May put in graphic terms the true racist, bigoted, conservative ideals of the Illinois Board of Higher Education and its cohorts.

From now on I suggest that the author of an intended satire should make clear the intent of the letter so as to avoid confusion. Perhaps the word "SATIRE" with arrows pointing to the article in question should be emphasized on the editorial page.

David White
Sophomore
Radio TV

"The American incursion into these sanctuaries has disrupted the flow of supplies and broken the back of the enemy. Washington is secure!"

Daily Egyptian, May 14, 1975, Page 7
Today’s church getting it together

NEW YORK (AP)—A "growing middle ground" is developing in American Christianity, says Rev. Dr. David A. Hubbard, bringing two conflicting strands of it back together.

He says the divergent emphasis on social activism and personal salvation for years have torn modern church life into rival factions.

"The church has been wrongly polarized between these partial options," says Dr. Hubbard of Pasadena, Calif., head of an information institute that studies denominational roles in bringing the differences together.

But it is now increasingly realized that social action can be sustained without deep, theological commitment and also that just preaching the gospel to reach individual humans is not enough.

"Both the gospel and its social implications, both personal conversion and social action are involved in the mission of the church," he said.

Dr. Hubbard, 42, is president of Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, an expanding inter-denominational institution dedicated to coupling firm evangelical convictions with social concern and high scholarship.

We believe you have to keep the rudder in the Bible, but this demands strong scholarship and deep social implications," he said in an interview.

As these elements are drawn together, he added, it is producing a "great deal of spiritual excitement and a new kind of enthusiasm, not just in marches, but through individual action in the community.

"The students today are marvelous at tying it all together," he said.

Dr. Hubbard observed that Fuller was founded in 1927 directly to protest against the anti-intellectualism in conservative theology, its detachment from social issues, and its tendency to split off from major denominations.

"American fundamentalism tended to be anti-intellectual and cut off from engagement with history and its questions," he said. "It also tended toward separation and to split off into faith groups.

In contrast, he said, the objective of Fuller has been to reinforce conservative evangelical theology with high academic standards, social concern, and to pump that combination into mainstream denominations.

Coed seeks stolen camera film

An SU coed, who wishes to remain anonymous, recently went to Africa to get married. During the wedding ceremony, pictures were taken with her Nikon camera. Now the camera is gone—and so is the film.

"The camera doesn't mean anything to me," she said, "but those wedding pictures are very important." A reward is being offered for the film.

They can keep the camera if they want it that badly," she said.

Morris will address '71 TP banquet Sunday

President Emerson Debyre W. Morris will address the tenth annual Thompson Point Recognition Banquet at 12:30 p.m. Sunday in Lunt Hall Dining Room I, according to Eileen Bryne, Thompson Point activities coordinator.

The banquet is held to honor those residents of Thompson Point who have obtained a 3.25 overall grade point average, and those residents who have given outstanding service in the Thompson Point area during the past year.

Master of Ceremonies for the event will be Joe Antunes, current Thompson Point president.

The banquet is by invitation only, and approximately 100 people have accepted the invitations, according to Miss Bryne.

Eight plaques will be awarded for the highest grade point averages. Two plaques, one for the woman and one for the man with the highest grade point average, will be awarded to each class.

Among the honored guests at the banquet will be Chancellor and Mrs. Robert G. Layer.

Arab students elect officers

The Arab Student Organization elected new officers at their meeting on May 8.

Officers elected for the 1972-73 academic year are Ahmed Matour, president; Khall Burun, vice president and social chairman; Jemad Araf, secretary and Elisa Tesseur, treasurer.

Book drive set to aid foreign ed

University Services to Carbondale students with the International Student Services is conducting a book drive for foreign universities and colleagues. The goal is 10,000 books. Textbooks and paperback books in all fields are needed.

Inquiries can be directed to the International Student Services Office in the University Services to Carbondale Office on South Graham House.

Deadline for the book drive is May 22.

Scuba club will clean area beaches

The Egyptian Divers Scuba Club will clean debris from the bottom of Crab Orchard and Carterville beaches Saturday from 9 to 2 a.m., according to Perry McNichol, a club member.

Free air, tanks, regulators, fins and snorkels will be available for qualified divers who wish to participate with the club members. Equipment may be checked out from 7 to 9 p.m. at Pulliam Hall.

The group will leave for the beach at 8:30 a.m. Saturday from the University Center.

Interested persons should contact McNichol at 584-4128.

Little lug

—Spaghetti Special—

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.

All you can eat $1.00

A B C LIQUOR STORE
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER
WHY PAY MORE?

ABC will contribute half of its net profit for May to the George Mendenhall Fund.

Alcoholic beverages will not be sold to minors. Proper identification must be shown upon request.
12,000 Carbondalian's can't be wrong

The Complete Works on Sale
1 Week 5/14 - 5/21

More of "The Music of Our Time"
on Columbia Records and Tapes.

$9.98 now $5.99

$6.98 now $4.29

$5.98 now $3.69
Alternative '71 highlights
Friday, Saturday activities

Friday
Communications Seminar and Workshop, 5 p.m., University Center, second floor, Activity Rooms A and B.

Saturday
Tennis: Midwesters Conference Meet.
Regional Workshop for Cooperative Extensionists, 9 a.m.-noon, Registration, University Center, Gallery Lounge.
Papa Cesar’s Outdoor Dining: 11 a.m., southgate mall.
Graduate Council: Meeting, 10 a.m.-noon, University Center Mississippi Room.
Pan American Festival Musical: 1:30 p.m., University Center Mississippi Room.
Intramural Recreation: 2 p.m.-midnight, Pullman Weight Room.
9:30 p.m.-6 a.m., Pullman Gym.
Criss Intervention Service (Rag Line): Psychological information and service for people in emotional crisis or for those who want to talk, phone 657-5596, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday and Wednesday.
Oncological or Educational Counseling for Students: 8th S. Washington.
Modern Student Association Film: 11:30 a.m., student Christian Foundation.
Student Christian Foundation The Phenomenon of Man presented by Chris James, noon, 812 S. Illinois.
Winter’s Recreation Association: 8 a.m.-10 p.m., Gym, 307, 308.
Iota Lambda Sigma: Roundtable Exhibit, 7-10 p.m., Pullman Gym.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship: Meeting, 7:45 p.m., Wham 112.

Announcing
T & T Pizza & Fine Food
For Delivery
Spaghetti
Salads
Sandwiches
Homemade Italian Beef

ANNOUNCING
DAILY EGYPTIAN
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYS
When you care enough to use the very best.

DAILY EGYPTIAN
ClASSIFIED DISPLAYS
When you care enough to use the very best.

Carbondale’s Finest

If you DON’T want to live in a rattle trap trailer, a run down dump, John Doe’s basement, or rent from an unscrupulous landlord, you should see Wilson Hall

Activities

Pizza and Fine Food

Call 549-5941

217 W. Walnut
(corner of W. Walnut & Uni)

If you DON’T want to live in a rattle trap trailer, a run down dump, John Doe’s basement, or rent from an unscrupulous landlord, you should see Wilson Hall

Carbondale’s Finest

If you DON’T want to live in a rattle trap trailer, a run down dump, John Doe’s basement, or rent from an unscrupulous landlord, you should see Wilson Hall

Carbondale’s Finest
Music happening
set Wednesday

By University News Service

A happening of musical sound has been scheduled for Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Shreve Auditorium. The School of Music has announced.

George Nadaf, coordinator of the main festival, said that the happening will provide a wide range of musical stimuli.

Groups that will be participating in the happening include the University Brass and Percussion Ensemble, George Nadaf, director; Faculty Chamber Ensemble, Alan Oldfield, director; University Brass Quintet, George Nadaf, coach; and the University Percussion Ensemble, Mike Hayes, director.

The public is invited without charge.

Autocross will
be held Sunday

The Grand Touring Auto Club will be sponsoring an autocross at 11 a.m. Sunday in the Arena parking lot.

The idea of an autocross is to negotiate a course marked by phony in the least amount of time with your auto, said John Bates, steward of charge of the event.

Bates said that the cars will be divided into several classes so that they are of the same "quality." Prize will be awarded for first and second place in each class. A special prize for the best overall time will also be given, Bates said.

ADMISSION FREE
Illinois House bill fails to limit tuition waivers

SNIPPE(FIELD) - Republican lawmakers in the Illinois House yesterday failed by seven votes Thursday to enact a bill that would have limited the use of a public unit of higher education to 2 per cent of full-time students.

Failing that, the legislation would require that Illinois fund the nation's most expensive public colleges and universities. No more than 2 per cent of the state's budget be used to support public colleges and universities.

Most of the opposition to the proposal, which was developed on the Democratic side of the aisle where the bill was introduced, was from the Chicago area and was made by Rep. Harold Washington, D-Chicago, who said many of the students were poor.

Washington said he had been trying to get the bill passed for a long time. He said that the bill would be a good step toward providing a full education. However, Rep. Donald A. Hoens, R-Rock Island, chairman of the House Higher Education Committee, said Illinois needs more students in public institutions and has a good record of supporting grants on budget in the past.

He and others said waivers are granted by university or governing board officials, sometimes in relative. They also contended that all waivers should be applied to all students, along with loan programs.

We wish to thank

The Vietnamese Student Assoc. at S.I.U.
Dr. & Mrs. Nguyen Dinh Hao
Dr. & Mrs. Harold DeWeese
Mr. & Mrs. Pham The Hung
Mr. & Mrs. Nguyen Duc Duc
And friends who have expressed their sympathy at the death of my Father

Tran Dinh Mau Family

YOUNG VOTERS FOREVER

1. I am a recently registered voter. Hereby pledge to exercise my right to vote only in favor or candidates for national political office who make common and public commitment to

1. Secure withdrawal of all U.S. Military Personnel from Indo China by a specified date in the immediate future.

2. Adopt the exercise of Congressional authority to determine matters of war and peace.

I hereby pledge to, without my support from any other candidates who fail to make a warned and public commitment to the above stated items.

Signature ____________________________
Name ________________________________
Home address __________________________

I pledge to respect to vote in the 1972 election

No brother Women ___________________
Day __________ Year __________

CLIP & MAIL THROUGH CAMPUS MAIL TO
Philosophy Dept., Southern Ill. Univ.

SPECIAL

CAPE COD'FISH BASKET

- INCLUDES-

WINKYS own CAPE COD'R
FILLET (golden brown) ON
TOASTED BUN WITH CHEESE
AND TANGY TARTER SAUCE

CREAMY COLE SLAW (fresh)--MADE
DAILY IN OUR KITCHENS

GOLDEN BROWN IDAHO FRENCH
FRIES--ALWAYS CRISP AND HOT

WINKYS INVITES BULK ORDERS
- FOR PICNICS, PARTIES, ETC.
CALL AND PLACE ORDERS IN ADVANCE

457-5253

SPECIAL ENDS
MIDNIGHT MAY 16

WINKY'S

FRIENDLY INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
PRODUCT CONTROL THAT ASSURES
LIP SMACKIN' GOODNESS

CARBONDALE
STORE-
605 E. GRAND
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Students' rent refund suit against landlords continued

For a summary of the developments, see Wednesday's issue. 

Motion for a summary of the developments, see Wednesday's issue.

Circuit Court Judge Kyleton M. Kunsen urged that the case be

Operative excerpts for Sunday

By University News Services

More than 250 persons—students and staff—have participated in the project. The project was initiated by the Marquette Law School, in cooperation with the law school's Law and Legal Services Office.

The project is supervised by Law School dean, Robert H. Mathews, and student government attorney, Stephen G. Terry.

For the spring concert of operatic excerpts, Sunday, the problems are that the students are not Miss Lawrence, Mrs. Wallace and their students, but also other students and staff from the School of Music and students and staff from the theater department.

Four different musical directors will conduct the various scenes. Miss Lawrence has charge of

30 sec.

TYPE CLEANER

PLATEN ROLLS & TYPE

- Dauber Top Bottle
- No Spill—No Mess
- No Nauseous Odor

In 30 seconds type cleaner is like new. Works in any office machine with type. Only $1.00 post. In Chicago add $1.00 for postage.

OPEN 8:30 am-MIDNIGHT

SPECIAL

NOW

-CAPE COD'FISH

4 1/2 SPECIAL 40 G
GOLDEN FRIES
CREAMY SLAW
AND FISH SANDWICH

- COLE SLAW

- SOUR CREAM DRESSING

- CRISP & HOT

ONLY

WE INVITE

BULK ORDERS
- FOR PICNICS, PARTIES, ETC.
CALL AND PLACE ORDERS IN ADVANCE

457-5253

SPECIAL ENDS
MIDNIGHT MAY 16

WINKYS INVITES

BULK ORDERS
- FOR PICNICS, PARTIES, ETC.
CALL AND PLACE ORDERS IN ADVANCE

457-5253

SPECIAL ENDS
MIDNIGHT MAY 16

NOTICE: WINKYS reserves the right to substitute product of equal or greater quality when necessary at no additional charge.
Science-fiction film proves to be more wrong than right

By David Daly

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

There is more wrong than right with "THX 1138" the latest science-fiction film now at the Saluki Cinema, and that is a shame because there are so few science-fiction films being made. Furthermore, even though it is not new, it is intriguing, and some of the performances as well as the special effects were quite good.

It is an interesting story of a computer that the film fails. It seems understated that it is a love story, however, even though new, it is intriguing, and some of the performance as well as the special effects were quite good.

In the story, a man in a wild motor car chase through a forest where his car chase through a mysterious illusion is made by Donald Pleasence, who is a native of the United States.

Director Robert Duvall, a native of the United States, has a dynamic and imaginative style of filmmaking. This film is not a "classic," but it is a good entry into the world of science-fiction films.

WIDB to document SIU's 1970 closing

A two-hour special documentary on last spring's closing of the University and the consequences will be presented at 8 p.m. Monday by radio station WIDB.

The station's news director, Tom Mousas, said the program was developed from newscasts during the disorders at SIU last May. Mousas said the station will disclose the full statement issued by former Chancellor Robert W. Markle, who was the only survivor of the bloodshed.

WIDB officials said that persons favoring the broadcast to think the University is closing again.

Summer health institute set at SIU

By University News Services

A summer Institute on Environmental Health will be held at SIU according to Andrew Marcro, the Institute's Environmental Health Education Coordinator.

A $40,000 grant from Public Health Service will be utilized in the program designed for beginners in the field of sanitation, Marcro said.

The grant will provide training in human relations and communication skills for 26 training who will be selected on the basis of dedication to career employment in environmental health as sanitarian. Up to six hours of training may be received and all costs of the program will be taken care of through the grant, Marcro said.

Trainers will be selected by a committee of the institute staff. The program will run from July 12 through July 30.

For information, contact Marcro at the Environmental Health Education office at 433-2206.

Forestry team will compete at meet

By University News Services

Twenty-two forestry students have qualified for the IEU Invitational's team to compete in events at next October's Midwest Intercollegiate Foresters' Invitational at Michigan State University. Qualification is based on points scored by ranking first, second or third in the IEU Forestry Club's Invitational meets.

Jubilee members will need to attend the Little Grassy facilities. About a dozen competitive forestry skill events, ranging from knowledge of trees to testing accuracy of tree measurements and speed measuring to figure sawing and the four events will be included in the jubilee.

Participants planning to attend one or more events for points also will receive credit for participating in the various Forestry Club Sigma Pi.

Winston Churchill

"If you have enemies, count them as friends."
Golfers favored in conference meet

By Ernie Stevens
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

With confidence over flowing at the season's start, the SIU golf team will travel with the rest of the conference to Silver Lake, Ill., this weekend for the first Midwest Conference golf meet.

The meet will be conducted on straight medalist scores with each team having six entries. It will cover 72 holes in two days at Silver Lake course that stretches over 6,000 yards.

Despite its sparkling 5-4 record against some of the top golf powers in the nation, SIU will not have the best dual meet record coming into the tourney. That distinction belongs to Ball State who is undefeated in 11 matches under head coach Earl Yeatsmiller.

The Cardinals have competed in several tournaments with best results coming in the Ohio State Invitational; seventh place behind six Big Ten schools.

Ball State is led by Bratt Loeoff who has had a best round score of 68 and is sporting a 76.7 average. Playing at the second slot for the Cardinals will be Bob Kuchmann with a 78.8 average.

Ball State's best of credentials doesn't seem to bother SIU coach Lynn Holker who is predicting big things from his golfers.

"Personally, I think we can win it. We have the players and the personnel to do it," Holker said.

"I don't mean to take anything away from the rest of the teams in the conference. But, I do mean to say, 'There are some ones and in a couple of days anything can happen.'"

But I feel if we are on an even keel, we should take it.

Being on an "even keel" best describes how the golfers have been performing all season. Balance is the key word. For instance, the squad, which Holker rates as one of the best in SIU history and one of the finest in the Midwest, has averaged right around the 77 mark all season.

In fact, the only players who aren't at that level are below a Vino Sgarzzo is team leader in the average department with a 73.88 followed by captain Harvey Ott with a 78.43.

The rest of the team, Dave Perkins, Geoff Young, Richard Tuck and freshman Jay Wilkinson all sport 77 or fractions over that figure.

A strong challenge for the championship could come from Indiana State squad that has rallied to a 10.5-1 record. The Sycamores are led by Gary Miller who has a 75 average and challenge Sgarazzo for the top spot along with Illinois State's Rich Jackson who also averages 75.

In addition to Jackson, the Redbirds have Steve Taylor who has a 76.1 average. Illinois State's most recent victories have come over Loyola of Chicago and Principia on May 13 to stretch its record to 19-4.

Southern will enter the tourney with an eight match win streak, having lost to only Tulsa in the first match of the season. The golfers have victories in 25 of the last 28 matches.

"We have one of the finest teams in the Midwest," said Holker. "And there is no reason why if we don't put it we won't win."

Ronald McDonald
will appear in person
at McDonald's in Westown
Shopping Mall SATURDAY
May 15, 2-4 p.m.

Westown
Shopping Mall

BONAPARTE'S
Retreat

FRIDAY
AFTERNOON

3-6

NITE
Switchouse

Fri. Nite $ price Admission to everyone
with Chicago ticket stubs

SATURDAY
NITE

25¢ WINE

they backed up Richie Havens

SUNDAY
Benefit Dance with
MUNGER

25¢ BEER

50¢ Donation at the door.
All proceeds go to Coalition
against landlord abuse.
Drink with CALA & solve your
landlord problems.

MONDAY NITE

PHOENIX
25¢ ADMISSION
25¢ BEER

Don't CHICKEN out
find exactly what you want in the
D.E. Classified Ads
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Salukis favored to capture loop outdoor track crown

The Salukis, clothed in a new layer of prestige after snapping the University of Illinois three-year win streak, will seek the first Missouri Valley Conference outdoor track championships on Friday and Saturday.

SIU is favored to take the crown at the two-day affair at Indiana State in Terre Haute. Southern captured the indoor version in February while Northern Illinois, Illinois State, Ball State and Indiana State followed in that order.

Indiana State and Northern Illinois are expected to battle for second in the outdoor battle. SIU's biggest threat to the Salukis' depth and quality in all events should come in the field.

The Salukis and SIU should battle for mile and 440-yard relay honors.

Indiana State has come a long way since its last place finish for the indoor crown.

The Salukans finished second two weeks ago in the Indiana Big Four Meet behind Indiana University. Ball State came in fifth in the 16-team meet.

The Salukis defeated Illinois State in a dual meet last week at Southern.

Ball State is expected to be the strongest in the field events and distance running events. The Cardinals have a .1 dual meet record.

Illinois State has weakened considerably since the outdoor season began. Sprinkler Billy Lewis, pole vaulter Rajko Williams and long jumper Dennis Loman have been dismissed from the squad due to disciplinary reasons.

Larry Craddock of SIU is favored in the 100- and 220-yard dashes. His competition will come mainly from standout Stan Patterson, Grant Jones of Ball State and Indiana state champ Greg Maron from Indiana State.

Terry Erickson, Illinois state high school champ in the 440-yard run, is favored for SIU. His biggest challengers are Kevin Vans and Peter Rowe of Indiana State and Terry Krasnak of Northern Illinois.

SIU's Lane Brummett is expected to have the upper hand in the mediate hurdles with Indiana State's Bill Rutby his toughest challenger.

In the high hurdles, Roy Prince of Indiana State has the best time but SIU's Ray Frye will be a top competitor.

Dave Hill, who beat Rich Green, the Eastern Illinois jumper, in the mile and three-mile run at the invitational, will be featured in the long jump.

Top Southern competitors in the field events should be Obed Gardner in the long and triple jumps, Mike Bernard in the high jump and Dan Tindall in the javelin and discus.

SIU favored in MC tennis

(Continued from page 20)

The Goldkistcs will take on the doubles competition and depending on the draw, they could run into SIU in a doubles team of Ramsey and Hous. SIU also has a record of .122 while the Goldkists are 12-4 this season.

A strong challenge for the doubles crown also will come from Clark and Toni Mattson who are 12-4 for the Ball State Cardinals. Some weak spots in the Salukis' lineup at which the rest of the conference could make some hay are at the fourth through sixth singles, where Bruce, Clayman and Tudor have won only fourteen matches between them while losing 38.

Illinois State looks strong on paper at fourth through six and seems likely to pick up some points with Jim Nolan, who is 12-4 at the fourth spot and Mark Hiestand at No. 1 but 14-3. Illinois State's Mike Cebula, 9-2, also must be considered a threat to take the fourth singles crown by virtue of his record.

First round competition will begin at 9 a.m. Friday, with the semifinals in singles and doubles slated for Friday afternoon. All final action will be Saturday afternoon.

J-V basebaliners fall to Kaskasia

The junior-varsity baseball squad dropped a 14 decision to Kaskasia Junior College Wednesday and in the process squared the season record at four games apiece.

Tuesday's loss by the Indians in the second inning was all that Kaskasia needed as they took an early 6-0 lead. The verdict was sealed in the fifth inning as SIU relief pitcher Rich Donat was the victim of a two-run single.

Centerfield Joe Wallis was the only bright spot in a dismal team effort as all Northern Illinois in the third went down two outs and a two-run score to that point.

The junior-varsity squad will face Southern Illinois Monday in the first game of a two-game series at the Salukis' home field.

The junior-varsity squad will face Southern Illinois Monday in the first game of a two-game series at the Salukis' home field.
Richmond, Schmelzer hurt in drills

The Saluki football team, able to escape serious injuries throughout most of spring drills, has seen two more first-stringers hurt this week.

Buddy Richmond, quarterback who was running ahead of Brad Pash- coast for two weeks, sustained torn cartilage and stretched ligaments in his right knee during Tuesday's practice.

Richmond has been taken to Memorial, Texas, for treatment by a specialist. He will be operated on Friday.

Dwee Schmelzer, SIU's No. 3 pass catcher last fall, has a broken right thumb, also sustained in Tuesday's practice.

Both players will miss the remainder of spring drills.

Terry Anderson, first string middle linebacker, sustained a knee injury last week. He will also miss the remainder of spring drills.

SIU will stage its second spring game at 8 p.m. Saturday night in Biever Field, home stadium for Carbondale Community High School.

All proceeds from the game will be donated to the George Mendenhall Fund. Mendenhall, principal at Lewis School in Carbondale, needs an expensive kidney machine.

Southern signs gymnast

SIU gymnastics coach Bill Mende has announced that Jeff Farrow of Herrin High School, the state's No. 2 all-around man, has signed a national letter of intent to attend SIU.

"I got the all-around man I wanted," Mende said of the gymnast. "He's in the same class with our Gary Morava and right now I can see running him in six events.

Lutheran Student Center
700 S. University
(across from Campus Plaza Shopping Center)

SUNDAY MORNING
CONTEMPORARY WORSHIP
10:45 a.m.
Contemporary Worship with Bach's "Solo Cantata" by Lawrance Lubway
and Student Baroque Ensemble
*Alternative 7:1* Bach's B minor Mass
Performed by the University Choir - May 22 & 23

BLANKET CONCERT
Behind the Health Service
featuring the
"MISSISSIPPI"
Bring a blanket & Bring a Friend

Sat. May 15
6:30 pm - 10:30 pm
Behind the Health Service
BIG MUDDY
FRIDAY ONLY
1/2 Admission Price with Chicago Concert Tickets Stubs

SUNDAY
Rock Concert
hear the sounds of
→ Watercolor
→ Mississippi
→ Hinchy Brothers
Tennis team goes after UC crown and end to loss streak

by Fred Weinberg

Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

If there ever is a perfect time for the SIU tennis team to break its five match losing streak, this would be that time.

Friday and Saturday is the Midwestern Conference meet and if Southern Illinois wins, which most coaches around the league expect, the Jaguars’ tailspin might be forgotten.

There was a time in late April when the SIU tennis team began its losing streak along with an 8-2 record prior to meeting five of the top seven teams in the nation. Indiana, Tennessee, Georgia and North Carolina, all within a week. Dick LeFevre’s team record had sunk to 8-7.

Last year Southern was beating some of the finest, such as Indiana, 6-3 and Tennessee 6-3, but those were in the days of Macky Dominquez, Fritz Giddemetzter and Bill Lloyd, all of whom have since retired. The reason or reason?

So when the season began LeFevre was left with three holes in his lineup.

Salukis, NIU start three game series

By Fred Weinberg

Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

This is it for the SIU baseball team. Either the Salukis produce this weekend against Midwestern Conference opponent Northern Illinois at DeKalb or a 28-4 season will probably end with an 11-game losing streak against Ball State a week from Saturday.

A sweep of the three games this weekend is in the most desirable alternative as it would give the Salukis an 8-1 league record. All that would then be necessary for SIU to tie for the league championship with Northern Illinois and to lose two of the three games it will play against Ball State this week.

That would give second place Indiana State 7-4-1, more than SIU could possibly accumulate with only a three game series left against Ball State.

Should Indiana State sweep the series from Ball State however, the Salukis will have to win at least two of the three games with Ball State to clinch the title.

Either way, a winning series against Northern Illinois will be the cause. The Midwestern Conference has asked the NCAA to consider a change in the format which would put the District Four playoffs and if the Salukis are going to continue their season in the District Four series, they must receive a bid to the tournament.

SIU pitching coach Harry Gurlie scouted Northern when the Huskies toured the nation in 1965 and 1966. St. Louis University last Tuesday and said the Huskies have some "pretty good hitters."

"I think," said Gurlie, "that our team stacks up well against any team in the country. What we lack is one, hard throwing pitcher but there aren’t two teams that have a good one."

Dick Langdon will start the 3 p.m. Friday game, Gary Gurlie said, and Dave Randall, who leads the pitching staff statistically with an 8-1 record and a 1.21 earned run average, will start the first game of the moon, Saturday, depending upon game conditions.

First round singles will begin at 9 a.m. followed by first round doubles at 11 a.m.

First round singles start at 10 a.m. followed by second round doubles at 3:30 p.m.

On Saturday doubles finals start at 10 a.m. followed by singles finals at 1:30 p.m.

Hawks win

CHICAGO (AP) — Quietly Tony Esposito, guarding Chicago’s net as it were full of fragile glassware, shut out Montreal 3-0 Thursday night in the pro-57th game of the National Hockey League Stanley Cup playoff. The victory gave the Black Hawks a 3-2 edge in the best-of-7 series which returns to Montreal for Sunday’s naivete-derailed sixth game.

Esposito blocked 31 Canadiens shots to recede his second shutout of the year. The Black Hawks held the Canadiens with some tight checking, harassing them forwards all night.

Cliff Koroll and Dennis Hull provided the offense for Chicago, each scoring a goal in a picture perfect from the other.

John Ackery and Larry Babel scored two goals each, but SIU has no shutout.

Cliffs, Charles and Dennis Hull provided the offense for Chicago, each scoring a goal in a picture perfect from the other.

Both goals were perfect plays and they had to be. Slavik’s John Dryden, who played another strong game in the Canadians’ nets.

Hawks lead 2-0.

Back to No. 2

SIU’s Graham Snook is back where he started from the be- ginning of the season. No. 2 single.

The No. 2 single, however, moved up against Indiana. Univer- sity, and then Broomfield, Colorado, when the Midwestern Conference meet opened on the SIU court at 3 p.m. Friday.

Disco-quirer discharges

Chancellor Robert G. Layder delayed Thursday afternoon that he said the "unanimous recommendations would "automatically generate approximately $12,000,000, so he was quoted as saying in Mike Klein’s "Second Thoughts."

The chancellor said he had estimated the new fees would take in between $500,000 and $800,000.
Listening to Each Other

The Department of Foreign Languages will sponsor a three-day program of poetry and translation entitled "Listening to Each Other," May 25 through 27.

Beginning at 8 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of the University Center, the program will feature readings done by writers, teachers, and students on campus of selections from their own or their favorite authors' work.

The basic orientation is centered on the mood. What poets can help us to see within ourselves and in others that will foster inter-personal and international relationships.

Many of the poets involved will read poems in their native languages, followed by translations in English.


Alicia Johnson, who works in Black Art Creation and The New Black Pheonix, will also participate.

Chair de flour
quelque chaleur que pause
generer ce calice
vue main gigantesque et oseuse pause
dans la chevelure ovale du mage
quelque couleur de cause
estant un delte
une larme avoue sur la joue que j'embrasse
que la peine triomphe du courage

Yonder's Leaving Home by Patrick Bekeleth

Chair de flour
quelque chaleur que pause
generer ce calice
vue main gigantesque et oseuse pause
dans la chevelure ovale du mage
quelque couleur de cause
estant un delte
une larme avoue sur la joue que j'embrasse
que la peine triomphe du courage

Towards a New Beginning

Says Robinson Jeffers: The Polar Ice-cap's melting

When all the seas are deeper, bluer, colder
When all the land is drowned, except the peaks
Man will blunder back upon the islands
Fighting his fellow-men for elbow room.
And even then, he will not learn compassion.
Nor yet the mere expedient, common sense

Man, the ignoblest of all God's creatures
Man, with his wet feet dangling in the water
Man, with his sunk computers in I.A.
Man, with his nose bow washing round his knees.

Let him returned to the unplumbed seas that spawned him
Ages ago, so God can try again
Re-form the ice-cap, see what crawls up the beaches

Kenneth Hopkins

changes
What is more Than a kiss from a raven
flying over mount hide-a-way cause of

these changes
as many many changes
as day night time changes
changes of changelessness

that weak change that comes with commas and cameras
i love you changes
i love each person changes
and
into and out of what changes
i love you for what you are changes
and not for what u need to be changes

the wings of doves & ravens
are often destroyed because of these
same old changes
lightening after a while often comes because
of light changes

71
72
73
74
75
81
changes
Changes are me and changes are u
we are changes
we are positive changes and negatives changes
of times
we are bad changes and contradiction of changes

alicia l. johnson
Nottingham to give weaving lectures

The first event on the Alternative '71 schedule will be the Thursday morning lecture on weaving by Walter G. Nottingham, Associate Professor of Art at Wisconsin State University.

Nottingham will present a series of three lectures—seminars dealing with important trends of weaving as an art.

The lecture, to be given May 12 at 7:30 p.m. in LawSTEM 112, is entitled "Reweaving Today," and is based on an approach to the art centering on the content of a work rather than the technique...the form of being...the search for the form of things unknown...not trying to make the visible seen, but the unseen visible...a pushing of the essential content within our lives and the lives with which we work..."

A seminar workshop will also be conducted on Friday, May 14 at 11 a.m. in Allen Hall. Nottingham will give a slide illustrated lecture on "Ritual Objects." This talk will be presented to emphasize "that woven objects can convey a social message...objects that function...ritualistic objects...magic objects...objects which have no essential matrix of mystic aura...all of these undergo a symbolic transformation at the artist's hands."

There will also be a workshop for weaving on Thursday in the Alumni Building covering "Manipulated Fabrics." Nottingham has taught at several schools over the past ten years, including the Cranbrook Academy of Art and Rochester Institute of Technology, and has presented workshops and lectures on weaving at universities and art schools across the United States and Canada.

Hamburger Consciousness

YOU ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE
IN A CELEBRATION OF THE HAMBURGER AS CULTURAL ARTIFACT,
MAY 25TH THRU 29TH SCHEDULED FOR SHOWING AT THE ABANDONED
MCDONALD'S STAND EAST OF MURD
DALE SHOPPING CENTER. WORK IN
ANY MEDIA WILL BE ACCEPTED ON
THE THEME OF HAMBURGER CON
SCIOUSNESS. CALL 549-8219 FOR INFO.

Spring Festival works with Alternative '71

Spring Festival, an annual SIU event, will plug into Alternative '71 with two diverse events, according to Jim Morgan, festival planner.

Opening on May 13, the festival is sponsored by Campus Day where 28,000 listeners and 1,000 hamper sticklers will be distributed throughout campus and downtown Carbondale asking people to "try a little KINDNESS." The event is aimed at promoting mutual understanding between the town and the University.

At 11:30 p.m. Saturday, May 13, the Carbondale Police Department and the SIU Security Police will field a squad against an All-Star Team of local freaks in the first "Frisco's Fastest Game." The squad will battle it out over a bag of beer and a competitive trophy. The game is scheduled for Evergreen Park and admission will be free. Morgan also announced that the umbrellas will be Mayor Neil Eckert and SIU faculty member Doug Allen.

On Sunday, May 15, the festival begins with a rock fest with RRO Speedwagon, Sunday, Oat Kitchens, All Star Prog, Featnaz, Talent and Pong III.

Little Feat, Roy Estrada's California group, will be featured. The show will start at noon and run till 10 p.m. at an as yet unidentified site, unless it rains. If that happens the gig will be in the University Center Roman Room. It's free.

For more information, call the SIU Information Service or contact Roy Estrada at 544-1600.

Dialog planned

Free School, SIU's version of the non-formal, no-grade Free University concept, will hold a seminar at 1 p.m. Saturday, May 15 to discuss various alternatives to the present educational system.

Guest Speaker Kane Williams, executive secretary of the American Friends Service Committee, will lead a discussion on "How to Change the System Without Destroying People."

The talk will be discussed by Williams and a panel of University students (including: Chancellor Robert G. Laver, Edward H. Hammond, assistant in the phonetics for student relations, Mary Walker, University of Urbana, Franklin Buie, Associate Professor of Philosophy, and Paul Cortes, chairman of the Student Government Activities Council).

Free School, SIU's Free University, is free of charge to all interested students and the public. For more information, call 544-9011.

Huns assault Maginot Line

Bruce Kurtz, former SIU Art instructor, will present a series of three multimedia lectures May 19-22 sponsored by the Art Department Undergraduates.

Kurtz, currently teaching at Hartwick College, Oneonta, N.Y., as an associate of Andy Warhol and as part of his presentation will show a previously unreleased Warhol film.

Kurtz will discuss Warhol Saturday, May 15, in Morris Library Auditorium from 7-9 p.m. and "Earthworks," Monday, May 17 in Morris Library Auditorium from 7-9 p.m. "East Coast," Tuesday, May 20 in LawSTEM 112, and "Bruce Kurtz," Thursday, May 21 at 7 p.m.

All lectures will take place at 7 p.m.
A CULTURAL ENTITY

THE WORLD'S GREATEST PROBLEM IS APATHY. WHO CARES? WE CARE! THAT'S WHY WE ARE HERE, DOING THIS STUFF!

O Darling! It's been a dream, really.

I LOVE IT.

BREAKOUT TO THE RUN-AROUND! TO CRAP!

TO WHAT?

FOOT-IT ALL GOOD.

I KEEP MY MOUTH SHUT.

I COULD MEAN A NEW UNIVERSITY.

THANKS TO BOB CARR FOR SUFFERING THROUGH THIS.

THANKS TO PATRICK, FRANCOIS, DOTTI, JIM, AND ALL THE OTHER DILDOES WHO PUT OUT SO LONG.

ALTERNATIVES?

THE ALTERNATIVES TO CRAP!

ARE...

I COULD MEAN AN ALTERNATIVE TO PHYSICAL PLANT LABORATORY.

YOU CAN MIGHTY BE WHAT THIS IS INVOLVED.

THE
Five persons write on Alternatives

Pulling at Little Egypt's bootstraps

Wayman Presley

Several years ago Southern Illinois was thought of as the tail end of the United States. It was hard hit economically, its soil had washed away. Mine rites gave it a further bad name.

Many people moved away. Others, like myself, rolled up our sleeves and stayed. We brought in the U.S. Forest Service and began to replant our wornout lands with new forests. We brought S.I.U. in to help us to know how to rehabilitate such an area.

We have been successful in making Southern Illinois one of the bright spots of the nation. Now drugs, hippies (both in student and faculty), outside troublemakers and a spineless law enforcement set us up in dragging all this down. The public doesn't like it one bit and if I didn't belong to a church I'd say don't like it one damn bit.

S.I.U. must return to a clean, sensible campus or expect the public to take a hard. Over a hundred thefts and shopliftings per day occur in the Carbondale area to finance drugs. Gangs of smelly boys and girls "Shuck up" an old houses and barns in the area. One girl died while giving birth to a child on a dirty rug on the floor. These "Ladies and Gentlemen of the Hair" have so defiled Giant City State Park that a great many people have quit going there.

Signed,
Wayman Presley
President, S.I. Citizens, Inc.
Makanda, I1. 62958

Bill Adler

It's about time that the University World and the World around the University come together. Each has become separate and the relationship between them has grown far too apart. Feel that their interaction level is low and not at all near the capabilities. There are many problems that each could help the other out with if they communicated.

I look at the University and the World as two people that have eyed each other only at the surface before they have drawn conclusions about each other. This brings about many ignorant conclusions about each other.

I look at the University and the World as two people that have eyed each other only at the surface before they have drawn conclusions about each other. This brings about many ignorant prejudices. If you would allow me to look back over my early childhood years I would like to relate to you the beneficial of all the lessons my father ever bestowed on me. "Look him straight in the eye: take a firm grip on his hand and never ask, "HOW DO YOU DO?"

How to execute a handshake was his most important lesson. Alternative 71 is preparing for a most important handshake between the community and University to be held May 13-15. These 12 days of cultural and social events won't involve battles, bricks, bombs as a carnal midway-party favors which have been used to celebrate past springs at S.I.U. The University and Community will put out what it has to offer for a positive look in hopes that a realization of resources will occur and new ideas will be generated.

I realize that I don't know the capabilities of the University or what it does or what it has to offer. Just as I don't totally comprehend the world outside. That's why I like working for them to come together. I feel that it is time for the University to shake hands with the World.

Bill Adler
S.I.U. undergraduate

Wayman Presley

To the point of our concepts of future alternatives for Southern Illinois, I feel that the first alternative which certainly should be initiated is strong regional cooperation between all levels of government involved in serving the residents of the Southern Illinois community.

For too long governmental entities in state, and federal, have contended themselves to remain very much concerned and isolated from each other. This point of duplication of services and lack of meaningful cooperation efforts that would be beneficial to the total area.

In such areas, as taxation, promotion, industrial development, water resources, regional police activities, at the present time, there is still a lot to be done. We would hope that regionalism could be encouraged and could be fostered in the ensuing years.

Over and above the need for regionalism and cooperative effort, I would also indicate that we feel that the concept of professional government should be pursued and pursued strongly. We feel that there is no purer way to serve streets or provide City services, and we think that the efforts that have been made in Carbondale in the past in responding to a City admin distribution can be encouraged throughout the whole Southern Illinois area.

The third concept that we feel needs immediate consideration is the concept of cooperative effort between the state and Southern Illinois University. Unfortunately, at S.I.U. there is a wealth of talent, which certainly, if used properly, could be extremely beneficial in any community. It is my belief that Carbondale solve many growing social, economic, and economic needs. I would hope that this effort can be further strengthened in the forthcoming years.

William B. Schmidt
City of Carbondale

John S. Holmes

Southern Illinois University is one of the greatest educational institutions in the world, if evaluated from the standpoint of academic, physical and physical facilities. One primary reason for the growth and development of this school has been the need for technical and educational resources in the Southern Illinois area— one of the most deprived areas in the country.

While some educators and administrators have been busy trying to build empires for themselves, many of the problems of Southern Illinois have not been solved; in many cases the problems have not even been properly identified.

I would suggest that concerned students, faculty and citizens of the area begin working together to make Southern Illinois University into a practical tool for solving area problems. The challenge of creating better living conditions for all our citizens could absorb much of the energy presently channelled into protests, demonstrations and judicial disputes.

I would suggest widely scattered community learning centers, where concepts experienced in dealing with community problems could help students learn through practical application. Governmental and social service agencies could greatly benefit from the technical input of faculty and the freshness and dedication of local students. Better courses and a more progressive Southern Illinois University would be the result.

John S. Holmes
Southern Regional Supervisor
Governor's Office of Human Resources

John C. Gardner

Here are some future alternatives I feel Southern Illinois should consider.

Southern Illinois is a region of great beauty and even greater potential.

In order to realize that potential, it seems to me that it must:

• Strive to modernize its governmental structures, breaking away from the antiquated, overbearing jurisdictions of the past.
• The fact that a Carbondale tax payer, for instance, is confronted with 16 separate taxing agencies handling different functions is inefficient, expensive and frustrates the kind of accountability that makes for better government.

Strengths its commitment to regional planning and the implementation of that planning through the various land use and building controls essential to take plans from paper to reality. Because of the region's scenic splendor, its resources will become more and more in demand. Uncontrolled development can spoil our greatest resource— scenic open space.

Controlled development carefully planned to provide the greatest benefits can assure that nature's gifts won't be squandered.

Continue to work for improved transportation connections to the major metropolitan areas which surround the region. Herein lies the key both to tourism and industrial development.

Continue to work to improve the quality of life of its residents through more jobs, better housing, more responsive governmental services and more and better parks, recreational and cultural facilities.

Critical to this process is a continuing commitment to quality education at all levels, with an emphasis on service to the area. Obviously, it is no new nor any small agenda. Only essential.

John C. Gardner
Editor and General Manager
Southern Illinois
Lions anti-grass philosophy

An alternative to present movie styles is expressed in the film Lion's Love, to be shown at 7:30 and 10:00 p.m. May 21 in For Auditorium.

The film is directed by Agnes Varda and features the voices of Gérard Blain and Racine. It is a satirical look at the film industry and television, and is a humorous view of the relationship between a man and a woman.

Phil. philx

The Department of Philosophy has scheduled two films to be shown in your area—both come from the French National Film Institute and are presented by the Department of French Studies.

1. "In a Moment, " is a philosophical commentary on art, to be shown at 7:30 p.m. May 23 in For Auditorium.

2. "Philosophy and Film," to be shown at 7:30 p.m. May 24 in For Auditorium.

Lions Love

The review of the film is a reflection on the state of the society and the film industry in general. It is a satirical look at the film industry and television, and is a humorous view of the relationship between a man and a woman. The film is directed by Agnes Varda and features the voices of Gérard Blain and Racine. It is a satirical look at the film industry and television, and is a humorous view of the relationship between a man and a woman.

Diatom House Projects

As their contribution to Alternative 71, the students of Prof. Herbert Bohl's "Design and Aesthetics" class have created a project that explores the use of inflatable structures in architectural design. The project is called "Diatom House Projects," and is composed of three main elements:

1. A series of inflatable domes, constructed from transparent plastic and inflatable fabric, that can be reconfigured to form various shapes and structures.

2. A series of inflatable sculptures, made from plastic and inflated with air, that can be displayed in public spaces.

3. A series of inflatable installations, made from inflatable fabric and inflatable plastic, that can be used as temporary structures in public spaces.

The project is designed to explore the potential of inflatable structures in architectural design, and to demonstrate the versatility and adaptability of this form of architecture. The students have created a range of different structures, from small, portable installations to large, permanent sculptures, that can be used in a variety of contexts and locations. The project is intended to inspire further exploration and experimentation with inflatable structures in architectural design.
SIU Pushers looking for able-bodied track team

Have you ever got the feeling that it might just be kind of neat to take a couple turns in a wheelchair? (Sound kinda highb, huh?)

Well, the Pushers, SIU's wheelchair track and field team, has challenged any interested able-bodied team to a day of track meet beginning at 11 a.m. Saturday, May 21.

According to Alan Wilton, a representative of the Pushers, the meet will be held on the paved basketball-tennis courts directly behind the Arena. Chairs will be provided for these able-bodied contestants unable to procure their own.

Individuals desiring to participate should be at the area by 11 a.m. in order to be registered in classes and events, Wilton said.

Field events will include the javelin, discus, shot put and precision javelin. Track competition will be a 400, 800, 1,500 and 5,000 yard relay and shuttle.

Wheelchair sports have a class system to give a better chance to the more severely handicapped persons. For this meet, in order to compete and have fun, able-bodied persons will be placed in classes according to hair color. Light haired persons will be placed in Class I along with the normal class breakdowns of Ia, Ib and Ic. Class II will consist of people with dark hair and the regular wheelchair classes of IIa and IIb.

All disabled students are welcome to compete with the Pushers if enough entrants show up. In motorized chairs, several events will be scheduled in this class.

Pedal pushers

Ya wanna pedal sometimes? If you’re not into pushing Faster Bruises or no-so-hard, you might get into bikes, cr. or bikes and pedal yourself around Lake on the Campus.

The Little 500 Great Bicycle Race, a marathon 35-mile bike battle from 9 a.m. to noon Saturday, May 22, is being offered by the SIU Cycling Club. Greek Activities and Alternative ‘71 as an alternative to regular parties.

The course will be along Campus Drive, with eachurer entering at the Building and going to the start of Greek Row to Thompson Point and back to Technology. Each of the two heats will consist of 10 laps. According to Chuck White, coordinator of the event, the race will be open to anyone with a multi-speed bicycle (5, 8, or 10 speed). The race will be run in two separate heats for two men in each division called the first division will be for 8 speed bikes weighing under 25 pounds, with the second division for all other multi-speeded cycles.

The second division will be broken down into classes for 5, 8, and 10 speed bikes. White said he is expecting between 100-200 entries for this division. Teamless and individuals will be given for first, second and third place finishers in each division and classes.

Seminars were scheduled to take part are David Moore, manager of Zwisch’s Department Store, and his department Store and his associate director, J. C. A. C. B. A. C. A. M. C. T. D. A. B. C. D. B. C. N. C. D. B. and "Little Koolness" will be put on the main and will be distributed from May 23rd until the end of the semester with a cash prize of $500.00 in residence. William Howard Cohen, skylifts, music and jazz activities will be held in the main quadrangle between Algire and Wynder Halls. There will be a small prize for Old Main.

In addition, May 23 was announced as "Koolness Day" in Carlisle by the Student Senate. A representative of the southern Illinois Police Commission will be the keynote speaker. The theme for the day is "The Key to Koolness." Will be put on buttons, which will be distributed on May 23rd until the end of the semester with a cash prize of $500.00. The key word is " anmelding."

The "key to Koolness" will be put on buttons, which will be distributed on May 23rd until the end of the semester with a cash prize of $500.00.

The ‘catch-all’ story

Panels on industry, ecology, tourism set

Panels on the topics of industrial expansion, recreation and tourism regional growth and environmental problems in Southern Illinois have been tentatively planned for May 23 as part of Alternative ‘71 according to James E. Salting, member of the program’s steering committee.

The first three panels have been planned by Southern Illinois, Inc., a Carterville-based group concerned with the growth and development of the Little Egypt area. The fourth, a collaborative regional symposium on the environment, will draw on the Carbondale Foundation for a Better Environment (CFBE), PRIDE, an Altman eco-group, and the Greater Egyptian Planning Council for leadership.

Robert Sullivan, executive director of Southern Illinois, Inc., contacted Sullivan in a letter in May expressing the desire of the organization’s board to see it brought to Southern Illinois this fall.

Sullivan tentatively announced that the meeting is expected to include state officials, labor leaders and developers from Southern Illinois who will take part.

In addition, several University of Southern Illinois and personnel have been asked to participate in all four discussions. Sullivan said.

The following is a tentative list of major panel headings, subheadings, and personnel.

**May 22, 1971 INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION**

1. Utilities
   - J. D. Whiting and Don Goss
   - CIPS Company
   - Illinois Power Company
   - R. C. Kerr and Wendell Miller

2. Manufacturing
   - Tureta Mfg. Co.
   - Norge Div. Peddler
   - Allen Industries

3. Mining
   - Old Red Coal Corp.
   - Edgar M. Stephens

**May 18, 1971 RECREATION & TOURISM**

1. Robert Sullivan, Acting Chief
   - Illinois Div. of Tourism
   - James Seed, Regional Director
   - Illinois Div. of Tourism
   - Ralph Stauber, Chairman
   - Illinois Officers Council
   - Geoffrey Hughes - Illinois Officers Council
   - Virginia Marsenudes - Illinois Officers Council Member
   - Regional Directors of Illinois 16 regions tourism councils
   - Warren P. •

2. Labor Pushers
   - John McDermott
   - Bankers of the Area
   - Gary Wallace Rich
   - Harold Dycey or Bill C. A. A. l
   - Raymond Burroughs or James Howard
   - Kenneth Cook
   - Developers
   - Leonard Buring of Carbondale
   - Charles Goss and Ralph Dumas
   - Earl Jamison of Mt. Vernon

**May 19, 1971 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS GROWTH PROSPECTS**

As seen by

1. Southern Illinois Labor Business Agents Association
   - Sam Trelfa - Teamsters
   - George Smither - Local Labor Workers
   - Jim J. Head - Plumbers & Pipefitters
   - Jim Todd - AFL-CIO

2. Labor Pushers
   - John McDermott
   - Bankers of the Area
   - Gary Wallace Rich
   - Harold Dycey or Bill C. A. l
   - Raymond Burroughs or James Howard
   - Kenneth Cook
   - Developers
   - Leonard Buring of Carbondale
   - Charles Goss and Ralph Dumas
   - Earl Jamison of Mt. Vernon

**Panels on industry, ecology, tourism set**

- **Impact of Viet War**
  - Seminar on the Vietnam War on Campus and Community Relations, will be held from 7:45 to 8:45 a.m. Saturday, May 21, in Martin Library Auditorium.

- **Seminars**
  - "The Impact of the Vietnam War on Campusthe Community Relations," will be held from 7:45 to 8:45 a.m. Saturday, May 21, in Martin Library Auditorium.

- **Members of the seminar panel are scheduled to take part are**
  - David Moore, manager of Zwisch’s Department Store, and his associate director, J. C. A. C. B. A. C. A. M. C. T. D. A. B. C. N. C. D. B. and "Little Koolness" will be put on buttons, which will be distributed on May 23rd until the end of the semester with a cash prize of $500.00. The key word is "anmelding."

- **The ‘key to Koolness’ will be put on buttons, which will be distributed on May 23rd until the end of the semester with a cash prize of $500.00.**

- **Alternative ’71, a spring compendium of SIU seminars, workshops, cultural events and related activities opens May 13 with ‘satisfaction’ as an open forum for expression by any and all campus groups and organizations.**

- **‘satisfaction’ and other opening day events will highlight the official dedication of the Old Main space as a permanent site for SIU post-in-residence William Howard Cohen, skylifts, music and jazz activities will be held in the main quadrangle between Algire and Wynder Halls. Same former site of Old Main.**

- In addition, May 13 was announced as "Koolness Day" in Carlisle by the Student Senate. A representative of the Southern Illinois Police Commission will be the keynote speaker. The theme for the day is "The Key to Koolness." Will be put on buttons, which will be distributed on May 23rd until the end of the semester with a cash prize of $500.00. The key word is "anmelding."

- The "key to Koolness" will be put on buttons, which will be distributed on May 23rd until the end of the semester with a cash prize of $500.00. The key word is "anmelding."

- "If people are interested in showing some new people SIU, they may contact the SIU Director of Student Housing for a list of SIU students."
ON MY WAY TOWARDS OLD MAIN...

Alternative '71 is like a party that has not been announced, seats have been assigned, arrangements have been made, and the nerves have been waiting for the people to arrive.

We won't know what Alternative '71 is until May 13, but it begins with the Opening Day festivities. The people who have worked on Alternative '71 and who will participate in the day's Festival of Ideas cover the whole scale of interests, beliefs, philosophies and life styles.

Under one umbrella Alternative '71 is presenting a multitude of alternatives—not all are complementary and some help to demonstrate the variety and complexity of ideas that abound in the world today.

I have attended what seems like hundreds of meetings and talked to what seems hundred of people. Many times I just had to mention the name "Alternative '71" and immediately people were unable to identify with the possibilities and need for alternatives.

But too many times people responded with "Alternative to what?" and I had to, as best I could, outline in some detail a concept that was difficult to verbalize. More than not, people had to be given a blueprint to follow and thus I found very interesting.

For all the rhetoric about the creative potential of man once he is given the freedom to do so, this just did not happen when people were presented with the time, space and chancellor's approval to participate by contributing their time, talent and expertise to this Festival of Ideas and Alternatives.

Too many people had to be told what they could contribute. They seemed unable to grasp the idea that within there was a talent, ideas or knowledge that just might be of interest to others, that just might add to the enhancement of his environment, that just might be the light needed to erase a dark spot on our existence.

I found this phenomena so fascinating that I began to speculate on current events and attempt to fit this piece of information into the puzzle of life. I went so far as to think that the Jesus movement of today is the perfect solution for those who need someone to give them all the answers, someone who will accept responsibility of what to do, how to do it and why.

If people do need someone to tell them what to do this may explain some of the difficulties Alternative '71 is having. For to tell people what to do is exactly what Alternative '71 is not. We were asking people what they could present as Alternatives.

I also met people who expressed their distress with the Alternatives. They questioned the need for Alternatives and the need for students to involve themselves in anything but studies. I don't know that to say to or for these people except here I am and here comes Alternative '71. I want to express my absolute delight with many people I've met. There are some purely incredible people on this campus at all levels—students, faculty and administration. These people are bright, imaginative, and cooperative. While they may be few in number, their energies are the lifeblood of Alternatives.

I would like to encourage students to involve themselves whenever possible with the activities of this University. The learning experience from my involvement with Alternative '71 is invaluable. Learning to meet people, talk to them, relate with them, sharing ideas with people from a variety of backgrounds and with a variety of attitudes, and above all, learning to identify that one moment when all parties realize they do understand the needs of all involved.

This learning to work with people, the learning of leadership, organization, budgeting, scheduling, above techniques will be with me for the rest of my life and I don't know of a chance to gain this kind of experience that provides one with all the learning experience that an activity like Alternative '71 has provided.

Since Fall Quarter, 1970, a group of concerned students and faculty have been reviewing the possibilities of presenting alternatives for involvement in the areas of education, government, religion, entertainment, housing, business—all areas that touch upon our human experience of living. This program has been termed Alternative '71. I referred to the program as my memo to members of the University community on November 30, 1970. It has matured to the point where beginning Thursday, May 13, 16 days of various activities will take place. Alternative '71 will serve as a framework for activities previously scheduled and others specifically developed by departments and groups for this occasion.

Since the real thrust of Alternative '71 is to bring members of the campus community, together with individuals from the community near and far and to emphasize the University and the community as a cultural entity, it would seem that opportunities for participation will be very broad. I strongly urge the faculty to study the program carefully and make maximum use of opportunities to involve their classes. The seminars, speaches, exhibits, discussions, and other special events not only deserve support but are rich resources and should be beneficial to all who can participate.

Robert Layter
Chancellor

PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, Alternative '71 is a seventeen day program designed to celebrate and present the resources and alternative future available to the people of Southern Illinois and the faculty and students of Southern Illinois University; and

WHEREAS, the purpose of Alternative '71 is to explore potential alternatives for the future in the areas of creativity, communism, religion, politics, education, environment, culture, technology, entertainment, and science; and

WHEREAS, the students and faculty of Southern Illinois University have designated May 13, 1971, the first day of the program, as Kindness Day; and

WHEREAS, the purpose of Kindness Day is to bring the University and the community closer together and to promote kindness and a feeling of mutual understanding between the University and the community; and

WHEREAS, it is deemed to be in the interest of the citizens of the City of Carbondale and the students and faculty of Southern Illinois University that the City of Carbondale should participate in the Alternative '71 program;

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY PROCLAIMED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS, AS FOLLOWS:

That May 13, 1971, shall be "Kindness Day" in the City of Carbondale and the City Council hereby designates all citizens and students and faculty to "Try a Little Kindness."

David Keene
Mayor

Fellow Citizens:

Southern Illinois University is sponsoring Alternative '71. The event is to last from May 13 through May 28. Alternative '71 is designed to celebrate and present the resources and alternative futures available to the people of Southern Illinois and the faculty and students of Southern Illinois University. Its purpose is to explore potential alternatives of the future in areas of creativity, communication, religion, politics, education, environment, culture, technology, entertainment, and science. In other words, the festival will present the alternatives available for all aspects of our present styles of living.

I am encouraging you and all other organizations in Carbondale to participate in this program. I urge you to contact Mr. James Sullivan at Alternative '71, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, to contribute whatever skills and ideas that you might have that would help ensure the success of Alternative '71. I hope you will become active participants in the various programs.

David Keene
Mayor

Dati Davis
Chairman

Southern Illinois University